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All six New England governors commit to
joint energy infrastructure agenda
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AUGUSTA, Maine — Gov. Paul LePage on Thursday announced that he and the five other New
England governors have committed to a new plan for a cooperative, regional energy
infrastructure.
The goal of the agreement is “affordable, cleaner and reliable power for homes and businesses
across the Northeast.” Among other things, the statements from each governor point to a
fledgling plan to bring higher natural gas capacity to all of New England.
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The agreement for the Regional Energy Infrastructure Initiative was signed Thursday by
LePage and Govs. Dannel Malloy, D-Conn.; Deval Patrick, D-Mass.; Maggie Hassan, D-N.H.;
Lincoln Chafee, I-R.I.; and Peter Shumlin, D-Vt.
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governors said, creating a need for cooperative investments in energy efficiency, new and
existing renewable generation, natural gas pipelines and electric transmission.
The group also said cooperation would make the region more competitive and lead to improved
air quality by reducing air emissions from burning fossil fuels.
The governors committed “to continue to work together, in coordination with ISO-New England
and through the New England States Committee on Electricity, or NESCOE, to advance regional
energy infrastructure initiative that diversifies our energy supply portfolio while ensuring that
the benefits and costs of transmission and pipeline investments are shared appropriately among
the New England states,” the statement said.
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The governors directed leaders of their energy and environmental agencies to continue
working together over the next few months — in cooperation with NESCOE — to develop a
multi-state strategy that meets the states’ common energy goals.
The statement is a first public indication that recent talks among the governors will result in a
plan to align the energy resources and needs of New England and Canada with joint
infrastructure projects throughout the region.
Patrick Woodcock, director of the governor’s energy office, said Thursday that the commitment
signed by the six New England governors on Thursday was a first step in pursuing a regional
strategy that pursues that alignment.
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Maine has abundant wind resources and space for turbines, and southern New England’s
appetite for renewable energy is on the rise.
Conversely, Maine now has a law that asks state officials to look into the best options for
bringing more inexpensive natural gas to New England; Connecticut and Massachusetts are
closest to the Marcellus shale in Pennsylvania and New York where much of that gas is being
extracted.
In addition, most New England states are looking into jointly purchasing large-scale hydropower
from Canadian resources — in Quebec, Newfoundland and Labrador — and Maine’s location puts
it along the likely transmission route to southern New England, home to the bulk of the region’s
demand.
“New England’s energy costs are not competitive,” LePage said in a prepared statement. “Our
high energy prices drain family budgets and are a significant barrier to attracting business
investment, especially in energy-intensive industries. At the same time, we are geographically
positioned to take advantage of competitively priced natural gas and hydropower resources if
we collectively invest in key infrastructure. This energy infrastructure initiative can bring these
world-class resources to start powering New England industry and start saving money for
families across our states.”
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HARTFORD — A Boston environmental group is challenging how energy policy is coordinated by New
England’s six governors, saying they are conducting private negotiations with the energy industry.
The Conservation Law Foundation has submitted public records requests in the six states. It said a plan by
the governors that focuses on natural gas and hydropower from Canada ‘‘appears to be the product of
backroom deal-making, rather than sound public policy informed by open dialogue.’’

The group’s vice president of policy and climate advocacy,
Seth Kaplan, said, ‘‘Without vital public transparency, the
resulting projects are sure to cost more than they should, in
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dollars as well as environmental impact.’’
The governors announced late last year a plan to expand
natural gas use. They asked the region’s grid operator, ISONew England, for technical help to seek proposals to build
transmission equipment and public works to deliver
electricity to as many as 3.6 million homes. They also asked
ISO to figure out how to finance the project.
Christopher Recchia, head of Vermont’s Public Service Department, said officials have been transparent
since unveiling the initiative and future actions will be ‘‘entirely public.’’
Dennis Schain, spokesman for the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Policy, and Krista
Selmi, spokeswoman for the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, said the
governors have had a policy of openness. They issued a statement in December, published their request to
ISO-New England for assistance in January and initiated a comment process this month.
‘‘You don’t need to look any further than the price spikes for electricity in the Northeast this winter to
appreciate the pressing need for action to correct decades of inactivity when it came to expanding both
regional electric transmission capability and natural gas pipeline capacity to supply power plants,’’ Schain
said.
Patrick Woodcock, director of the Maine governor’s energy office, said the states have solicited information
from numerous groups and he denied that officials have negotiated privately with the energy industry.
Behind the Conservation Law Foundation’s criticism is its difference with governors over what it believes is
an overreliance on natural gas. It is touted as less expensive than heating oil, but the drilling method used
to draw out natural gas known as fracking is denounced by environmentalists.
‘‘The assumption which seems to be going on here is that we need a great new pipeline that must be paid
for by the customers of New England through our electricity bills,’’ Kaplan said. ‘‘That assumption we think
is wrong and at the very least needs to be tested in public.’’
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New England Governors continue their heavy focus on energy issues
in 2014
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2014 AT 11:57AM

ISO-NE summarizes major themes from the State of the
State Addresses

→

During January and February 2014, each of the six New England governors
gave a State of the State Address highlighting the many energy challenges
facing the region.
These challenges include:
Addressing the increased role natural gas plays in generating electricity
Developing additional energy infrastructure and expanding energy trade with Eastern
Canada
Climate change and protecting valuable natural resources
Integrating cost-effective renewable energy
Controlling electricity costs
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The governors’ addresses came weeks after their historic announcement to cooperate on an
energy initiative designed to bring affordable, cleaner, and more reliable energy to homes and
businesses across the region. In a joint statement issued in December 2013, the governors
agreed to work together, in coordination with ISO New England and through the New England
States Committee on Electricity, to advance a regional energy infrastructure initiative that
expands electric transmission and natural gas pipeline capacity in New England. (See “New
England Governors announce proposal to expand regional energy infrastructure.”)
ISO New England has long-identified the region’s reliance on natural gas for power generation
and the associated need for additional energy infrastructure as one of the most pressing risks to
reliable system operations. The ISO is encouraged by the steps being taken by the states to
address these issues and has agreed to provide technical support and other assistance to
facilitate their initiative. (See the ISO’s 2014 Regional Electricity Outlook which describes grid
challenges and solutions underway.)

State-by-state rundown
Here is a look at each governor’s priorities as identified in the State of the State Addresses.
(See also, “President Obama touches on energy priorities in annual State of the Union
address.”)
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Connecticut

June 2013 (8)

Connecticut Governor Dannel P. Malloy’s February 6 address highlighted the development of a
first-ever Comprehensive Energy Strategy for the state of Connecticut, with a planning horizon
to 2050. According to Governor Malloy, the strategy will bring “cheaper, cleaner, and more
reliable energy to Connecticut” and provide a foundation for better informed policy, legislation,
and regulation.
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When the strategy was released in February 2013, Governor Malloy said that Connecticut
residents and businesses have paid too high a price for energy to heat their homes, fuel their
vehicles, and power their businesses. To reduce energy bills and improve the state’s economic
competitiveness, Governor Malloy stressed the importance of expanding energy efficiency and
adding to the portfolio of energy options available to consumers, particularly natural gas for
home heating.
Governor Malloy credited the new Comprehensive Energy Strategy in helping the state achieve
a top-five national ranking in the 2013 State Energy-Efficiency Scorecard by the American
Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE).
Maine
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August 2012 (3)
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April 2012 (2)
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February 2012 (3)

Maine Governor Paul LePage dedicated a significant portion of his February 4 address to
energy issues, stressing the importance of lowering energy costs for homeowners and
businesses. According to Governor LePage, Maine residents spend nearly double the national
average on home heating. To help Maine families, Governor LePage explained that more
funding is now available to help residents convert to more affordable heating systems, including
energy-efficiency improvements and natural gas systems.
Governor LePage highlighted the work his administration is doing to reduce electricity costs and
attract more business. Since he took office in 2011, Governor LePage has been an ardent
supporter of expanding natural gas pipeline capacity to take full advantage of low-cost gas
supplies from the Marcellus Shale.
In addition to expanding the natural gas system, Governor LePage emphasized the vast cleanenergy resources available in neighboring Quebec, stating, “Our neighbors in Quebec have the
best clean-energy resources on the planet. My administration is fighting for access to this costeffective and clean source of electricity along with the rest of New England.” Governor LePage
made clear, however, that he does not favor one form of energy over another and is most
concerned about reducing energy costs for Maine residents and businesses.
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Massachusetts
Governor Deval Patrick began his January 28 address highlighting Massachusetts’ first-in-thenation ranking with regard to student achievement, economic competitiveness, health-care
coverage, and energy efficiency. In 2013, Massachusetts ranked #1 on ACEEE’s State EnergyEfficiency Scorecard for the third year in a row based on its sustained commitment to energy
efficiency. While Governor Patrick has been a strong supporter of energy efficiency, he has also
advocated for continued growth in renewable energy, particularly solar photovoltaics. Last year,
after meeting its initial goal of installing 250 megawatts (MW) of solar power in the state,
Governor Patrick set a new goal for Massachusetts: 1,600 MW of solar power installed in the
state by 2020.
After the New England Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers’ (NEG-ECP) Annual
Conference in September 2013, Governor Patrick commended the regional energy efforts of the
New England governors and affirmed his state’s commitment to energy efficiency and costeffective, low-carbon, clean energy trade opportunities between New England and Canada.
New Hampshire
Governor Maggie Hassan used her February 6 address to emphasize the need to reduce
energy costs while conserving the natural resources that drive New Hampshire’s tourism
industry. Governor Hassan identified two key initiatives that will help achieve these goals. The
first is the development of the state’s long-term energy strategy, which she hopes will promote
fuel diversity, reliability, and lower costs. The second initiative is her collaboration with the other
New England governors to improve energy infrastructure. Governor Hassan stated that new
pipeline projects are needed to increase the supply of natural gas in the region and reduce
energy costs. She noted that “the regional grid operator, along with our utilities and pipeline
owners” are working to increase the supply of natural gas, as well.
Finally, Governor Hassan highlighted the role of conservation and energy efficiency in ensuring
that New Hampshire achieves its energy goals without diminishing the state’s natural beauty.
Governor Hassan will host the next meeting of the NEG-ECP this fall in New Hampshire.
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Rhode Island
Rhode Island Governor Lincoln Chafee began
his January 15 address expressing how proud
he is that Rhode Island is becoming a better
place to live, work, and raise a family. He cited
the successful steps the state government and
his administration have taken to preserve and
protect the state’s environmental resources and
reduce the harmful effects of climate change.
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Governor Chafee also stressed the serious
challenges New England faces in the energy
sector. For Chafee, the primary challenges are
cost and climate change. Chafee noted that, for
these reasons, he is working with the other five Rhode Island Governor Lincoln Chafee (pictured left) visited
ISO New England’s office on February 6, 2014. Chafee met
New England governors and five Eastern
with ISO President and CEO Gordon van Welie (pictured
Canadian Premiers “to achieve collectively
right) and staff for a control room tour and discussion of
what no single state or province can
regional electricity issues, particularly the New England
Governors’ energy infrastructure initiative.
accomplish on its own—to build out our
transmission lines and pipelines—so we can
tap into clean, affordable and reliable hydropower, clean wind and solar power, as well as
ensure that we have adequate natural gas to contain our electric costs.” According to Governor
Chafee, who co-chaired the September 2013 NEG-ECP meeting in Québec, New England has
“the potential to make this region the low-cost green energy capitol of North America.”  
Vermont
Vermont Governor Peter Shumlin dedicated the majority of his January 8 address to issues
unrelated to energy, but made clear that all Vermonters deserve to live in a state “where we
have a clean environment with a bright, renewable energy future.” Climate change and
renewable energy development have been top priorities for the Shumlin administration. Last
summer, Governor Shumlin communicated strong support for President Obama’s Climate Action
Plan, which focuses on cutting carbon pollution from power plants and deploying more
renewable energy. According to Governor Shumlin, the President’s plan to boost energy
efficiency and renewable energy will help the country “meet its obligation to fight climate change
while providing jobs and saving money on our energy bills.”
In a letter sent to ISO New England in July 2013, Governor Shumlin called upon the ISO to
partner with the states to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and integrate renewable
energy resources into the electric grid. Governor Shumlin emphasized Vermont’s preference for
renewable resources and urged the ISO to consider the clean energy goals of Vermont and the
broader region when operating the electric grid. In its response, the ISO highlighted its strong
track record of facilitating the New England states’ goals of integrating renewable energy
resources. In fact, the ISO has facilitated the successful integration of over 700 MW of wind
generation in the region, and many more renewable energy projects can be found in the ISO’s
Generator Interconnection Queue.

Staying informed
ISO New England’s External Affairs team will continue to monitor the New England governors’
efforts to further their regional energy infrastructure initiative, as well as their partnership with
the Eastern Canadian Premiers to increase cost-effective clean energy trade opportunities
between New England and Canada. These issues and others are expected to be addressed
during the NEG-ECP Annual Conference in New Hampshire this fall.
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Print Article |
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Developers are lining up to bring renewable power to southern New England as part of a
regional initiative that guarantees a ratepayer-backed return on investment.
In response to a six-state strategy to bring more clean power to the region, a Massachusetts
transmission company said it wants to bury a transmission line under Lake Champlain to
connect industrial wind power in New York to a Burlington substation.
“It’s a unique moment in time,” said Edward Krapels, CEO for Anbaric Transmission, which is
in the early stages of proposing the 40-mile project called the Grand Isle Intertie.
Governors of the six New England states announced a plan last year to bring up to 3,600
megawatts of renewable power to the region’s power grid in order to meet higher renewable
energy targets. This plan includes importing industrial wind and hydroelectric power from
Canada and New York.
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The company says the initiative creates the
opportunity to import New York wind power
as the region closes fossil fuel-powered plants
and strives to meet higher renewable portfolio
standards.
“The line accomplishes a public policy
objective of all the New England states, which
is clean energy,” Krapels said.
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The states’ initiative would set up a new
financing scheme that provides a ratepayer-

Anbaric Transmission map

backed financial guarantee for projects
approved through a competitive bidding process. The states will release the RFP by late
summer, according to the Vermont Department of Public Service.
HEADLINES
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DPS Commissioner Chris Recchia said the state will not support any project that is not good
for Vermont ratepayers. But environmental watchdog groups say it is unclear what effect the
initiative will have on rates and the environment.
Sandra Levine, a senior attorney for the Conservation Law Foundation, supports projects to
bring renewable power to the region, but questions the initiative.
“We don’t want to be using ratepayers’ dollars to overbuild. That’s a waste of money and it’s
harmful to the environment,” she said.
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The group filed a public records request to the six states for all documents related to
transmission build-outs, natural gas pipeline capacity and hydropower imports from Canada.
Recchia said the states will hold a series of public meetings to present the region’s plan in
preparation for bidding process. The meetings will include a range of stakeholders, including
environmental groups and developers.
Anbaric has filed with ISO New England (ISO-NE) and New York ISO (NYISO), the regions’
grid operators, for an interconnection permit, which can take more than a year to complete,
the company said.
Another developer of a merchant transmission project, which will use private money for the
project, views the state’s initiative as an indication that there is the political will to advance
the project.
LEARN MORE ABOUT UNDERWRITING

Transmission Developers Inc., or TDI New England, has plans to run a 150-mile cable from
Canada to southern Vermont. The New England Clean Power Link, the name of the project,
still needs state and federal approval.
The company saw clear market signals to move the project forward: tightened renewable
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energy standards, power plants going offline (including the Vermont Yankee nuclear power
plant) and broad agreement between the six states and premiers in eastern Canadian
provinces.
Together, these signals opened up the opportunity to bring Canadian hydroelectric power to
the region’s load centers, such as Connecticut and Massachusetts, according to Don Jessome,
the company’s CEO.
The company said the project will benefit Vermont and the region – benefits that outweigh
the environmental impacts of laying a high-voltage line under Lake Champlain, as the
proposal indicates.
“It will definitely drive down rates in Vermont,” he said, to the tune of $100 million of the
first 10 years.
The company, a Wall Street financial services subsidiary, will not seek any money from
ratepayers for the project.
Vermont Electric Power Co. (VELCO), the state’s transmission utility, is considering investing
in these projects, selling or renting right-of-way easements, or selling cultural and
environmental engineering data to developers.

Filed Under: Energy
Tagged With: Anbaric Transmission, Chris Recchia, Edward Krapels, Grand Isle Intertie, Lake Champlain,
New England, New England Clean Power Link, New York, ratepayers, Renewable Energy, TDI New England,
Transmission Developers Inc., Vermont Department of Public Service
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“We don’t want to be using ratepayers’ dollars to overbuild. That’s a waste of money and it’s
harmful to the environment,” she said.
In other words, “Lets get caught with our pants down before we do anything”
Reply
John Greenberg
March 31, 2014 at 9:54 pm

Could you explain this? Perhaps I’m dense, but I have no idea what you’re suggesting here.
Reply
Kathy Nelson
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New England seeks to tap Canadian hydropower | Concord Monitor
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New England seeks to tap
Canadian hydropower
By DAVID SHARP and WILSON RING
Associated Press
Tuesday, March 25, 2014
(Published in print: Wednesday, March 26, 2014)

A 300-mile power cable would be buried on land in Maine and then run
across the Atlantic Ocean floor to Greater Boston under a proposal to tap
Canada’s plentiful hydropower to meet the needs of power-hungry
southern New England.
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The so-called “Green Line” is one of several proposals across Maine,
3
New Hampshire and Vermont aimed at fulfilling a goal by New England
governors to tap up to 3,600 megawatts of renewable energy, lower
electricity costs and offset losses as aging power plants go offline. It is expected to cost more than $1
billion.
“Our projects are in response to a really unusual moment in time, the six governors of New England
coming together and indicating that they want to support bringing additional electrical infrastructure into
New England for the sake of bringing clean energy into New England,” Ed Krapels of Anbaric, one of
the Green Line partners, told the Associated Press.
After a bitter winter that saw big spikes in natural gas prices, the six states have come together to ensure
a more reliable – and greener – power supply that can help stabilize prices in the region.
“It’s pretty huge,” Chris Recchia, the commissioner of the Vermont Department of Public Service, said
of the states working so closely together. “To my knowledge it hasn’t been done before.”
In the next few months, the governors are
expected to issue requests for proposals for
1,200 to 3,600 megawatts of transmission
capacity that could carry wind and
hydroelectric power from the northern reaches
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and Canada. They are working to ensure the
region has a reliable supply of natural gas to
avoid future repeats of this winter’s extreme
price spikes.
Many of the proposals have been talked about
in utility circles for some time, but came into
sharper focus after January’s spike in natural
gas prices. Those hikes significantly increased
power costs for New England electric rate payers, highlighting the need for alternative power sources
such as hydro and wind, as well as reliable sources of natural gas.
“The level of urgency has probably increased as a result of the events in January,” said Tom Dunn, the
president of VELCO, which manages the transmission grid in Vermont, a potential path to southern New
England for Canadian hydropower. “I think the concern is that this stuff takes a long time to permit and
build. This situation is going to be with us for a number of years.”

Finance

Patrick Woodcock, the governor’s energy chief in Maine, said something has to change because the
region’s energy rates are sky-high and there are consequences of relying too heavily on fossil fuels.
“There are a lot of costs to inaction,” he said.
Massachusetts and Connecticut are driving the push to bring clean hydropower from Canada to help the
states meet their clean-energy goals. But the other four states, Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island
and Maine, agreed through the New England States Committee on Electricity, made up of state utility
officials from the six states. They have agreed to share the costs because they would benefit from the
overall reduction of energy costs, although the details of how that would be done remain to be worked
out.
The Green Line is one of two such proposals in Maine, with a construction team including Maine-based
Cianbro, Mass.-based Anbaric Holding LLC of Massachusetts and Powerbridge of Connecticut. Their
proposal is unusual in that it proposes a construction hybrid of burying cable underground – possibly
along railroad tracks – in Maine and then running cable under the ocean to Greater Boston – a total
distance of about 300 miles.
Halifax, Nova Scotia-based Emera is leading a similar proposal, to bring up to 1,100 megawatts of
energy across Maine, in a project dubbed the Northeast Energy Link. Other proposals include the
Northern Pass through New Hampshire, a proposal to run cables under Vermont’s Lake Champlain and a
smaller Anbaric proposal to bring New York power into the New England power grid in northwestern
Vermont, also under a portion of Lake Champlain.
Anbaric, experienced in laying underwater power lines between New Jersey and New York, says the use
of submarine cables is the most efficient method of transporting energy in terms of siting and permitting.
The Green Line proposal is set up to tap both wind energy from northern Maine and hydropower from
Quebec, New Brunswick and Labrador.
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New England Governors Sign Energy Statement Committing Region
to Cooperation on Infrastructure
Initiative can bring more affordable, cleaner, and reliable power to six states
New England's Governors today committed their six states to an energy initiative designed to bring affordable, cleaner,
and more reliable power to homes and businesses across the northeast. This initiative will accelerate regional
cooperation on expanding renewable energy and energy infrastructure in New England.
In the joint statement, the Governors are committing to more thoughtful and strategic investments focused on expanding
the region's energy portfolio. Regional expansion will bring New England lower electricity and heating costs, increased
economic development, competitiveness and job growth, and improved air quality through a reduction in harmful air
emissions from the burning of fossil fuels.
The Governors said the agreement will "ensure that we are on a course toward a transformed energy, environment, and
economic future for our region that offers a model for the nation." They directed their staff to continue working together
over the next few months – through the New England States Committee on Electricity (NESCOE) and in cooperation with
ISO-New England, operator of the region's electric grid network – to develop a regional strategy that "meets our
common needs and goals."
The agreement states that "Securing the future of the New England economy and environment requires strategic
investments in our region's energy resources and infrastructure…New England ratepayers can benefit if the states
collaborate to advance our common goals." The agreement also seeks to ensure that "the benefits and costs of
transmission and pipeline investments are shared appropriately among the New England States."
The agreement calls attention to the fact that the region's electric and natural gas systems have become "increasingly
interdependent," creating a need for cooperative investments in energy efficiency, new and existing renewable
generation, natural gas pipelines, and electric transmission.
The Governors said their Initiative "must respect individual state perspectives, particularly those of host states, as well as
the natural resources, environment, and economy of the States, and ensure that the citizens and other stakeholders of
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our region, including the New England Power Pool (NEPOOL), are involved in the process."
The states believe that investments in local renewable generation, combined heat and power, and renewable heating for
buildings "support local markets and result in additional cost savings, new jobs and economic opportunities, and
environmental gains." Furthermore, these types of investments must "be advanced in a coordinated approach in order to
maximize ratepayer savings and system integrity."
The agreement for the Regional Energy Infrastructure Initiative was signed by Governors Dannel P. Malloy, Connecticut;
Paul LePage, Maine; Deval L. Patrick, Massachusetts; Margaret Wood Hassan, New Hampshire; Lincoln D. Chafee,
Rhode Island; and Peter Shumlin, Vermont.
Comments from the Governors:
"We have seized on every available opportunity to bring down the cost of electricity, heat, and power for our families and
businesses," said Governor Malloy, Connecticut. "We have enjoyed some success but energy prices here are still higher
here than in other parts of the country because of severe constraints on the flow of electricity and natural gas into our
state. By working closely with New England neighbors who face similar challenges we can thoughtfully plan and develop
the network of electric transmission lines and natural gas pipeline needed to meet our goal of providing cheaper, cleaner,
and more reliable power for Connecticut."
"New England's energy costs are not competitive," said Governor LePage, Maine. Our high energy prices drain family
budgets and are a significant barrier to attracting business investment, especially in energy-intensive industries. At the
same time, we are geographically positioned to take advantage of competitively priced natural gas and hydropower
resources if we collectively invest in key infrastructure. This energy infrastructure initiative can bring these world-class
resources to start powering New England industry and start saving money for families across our states."
"This is an economically and environmentally important collaboration," said Governor Patrick, Massachusetts. "By
expanding opportunities for large-scale hydro, wind and other renewable energy sources, we are putting thousands of
our residents to work and creating a healthier region for the next generation."
"In order to build an innovative energy future and encourage the economic growth that will create good jobs, we must
take steps to lower energy prices for New Hampshire's businesses and families while making sure that we are protecting
what we love about our state," said Governor Hassan, New Hampshire. "Continued collaboration among the New
England states allows us to explore accelerating the pursuit of additional natural gas and other energy sources in
innovative ways that will reduce energy costs and increase reliability throughout the region while protecting New
Hampshire ratepayers and the natural resources that are critical to our state's economy and to what makes our state
special."
"I am pleased to join with our neighboring states to advance this energy infrastructure initiative which will position Rhode
Island to take advantage of cleaner and more affordable energy," said Governor Chafee, Rhode Island. Through this
collaborative effort the New England states will pursue a diversified energy portfolio, with the infrastructure needed to
support it that will bring long-term environmental and economic benefits to Rhode Island residents and businesses alike.
As part of that strategy, I remain committed to the advancement of clean, affordable hydropower, as well as other
renewable resources that can improve electric reliability, stabilize and lower long-term energy costs, and help reduce
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harmful greenhouse gas emissions."
"Building on the work we started two years ago to coordinate procurement of power in the region, I am pleased that the
states today agree to work together on infrastructure improvements to ensure we make New England power more
reliable, and more cost competitive." said Governor Shumlin, Vermont. "Coordinating electric and gas transmission in the
region will put downward pressure on power rates into the future, and ensure any infrastructure built is both needed and
cost effective for Vermonters and all New England consumers."

Related links
Energy Statement
Department or agency: Office of the Governor
Online: http://www.governor.ri.gov
Release date: 12-05-2013
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In New England, governors team up to tackle region's infrastructure deficit
Rod Kuckro, E&E reporter
EnergyWire: Friday, January 3, 2014

New England's governors have set an ambitious course to
fast-track the construction of hundreds of miles of new
transmission lines and pipelines to help bring down the cost of
electricity and natural gas in the region, where consumers are
paying much higher prices than most other places in the United
States.
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While the plan unveiled in early December commits the
governors' combined political will to the task, it remains to be
seen whether the best of intentions can overcome market
barriers, inadequate incentives and old-fashioned not-in-mybackyard sentiments that have bedeviled past efforts to build
energy infrastructure in the six-state region.
Noting that the "region's electric and natural gas systems have
become increasingly interdependent," the governors on Dec. 5
in a statement pledged to work with ISO New England Inc., the
New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) and the New England States Committee on Electricity (NESCOE) to finds
ways to diversify supplies of gas and electricity "while ensuring that the benefits and costs of transmission and
pipeline investments are shared appropriately" among their states.
Other aspects of the Regional Energy Infrastructure Initiative call for states to make coordinated investments in
renewable generation, combined heat and power projects, and energy efficiency on the way to meeting state goals
on clean energy and cutting greenhouse gas emissions.
The statement was signed by Connecticut Gov. Dannel Malloy (D), Maine's Paul LePage (R), Massachusetts'
Deval Patrick (D), New Hampshire's Margaret Wood Hassan (D), Rhode Island's Lincoln Chafee (D) and
Vermont's Peter Shumlin (D).
Despite their efforts, ISO-NE, NEPOOL and NESCOE have been unable to craft a comprehensive, long-term
solution to ensure adequate supplies of natural gas for power generation and enough new transmission to import
electricity to areas of high demand. And the problem has grown worse as abundant natural gas has become the
favorite fuel of New England power generators because most do not have long-term contracts with suppliers and
turn to the more expensive spot market when demand for power increases.

A long time coming
"There has been a 20-year record of not getting anything done; we have had precious little infrastructure
investment designed to fundamentally shift the energy future of the New England region," said Dan Esty,
commissioner of the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection.
"New England is paying a terribly high price in every state for the lack of adequate energy supply infrastructure,"
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Esty said. In September, New England states ranked among the top 10 in the continental U.S. for the average
price paid for retail electricity, according to the Energy Information Administration. Typically, retail electricity prices
track natural gas prices, which in New England are roughly double what they are in New York and the mid-Atlantic
region.
"I think what we are seeing is political leadership from the governors designed to signal to ISO-New England and
the [Federal Energy Regulatory Commission] that we're ready together to step up and really ensure that
infrastructure gets built, including both new transmission for power and new gas pipeline capacity," he said.
Esty pointed to Patrick Woodcock, director of the governor's Energy Office in Maine, as "one of the real leaders in
helping to articulate why a six-state, all-New-England strategy works." He said Woodcock "made the case in a
compelling way" to his boss, the conservative LePage, who won his election in 2010 with tea party support and
who heretofore had been critical of energy mandates such as the state's renewable portfolio standard, asserting to
voters that support for wind power in particular "drives up the cost of your electricity."
Nevertheless, LePage "gets the value of this kind of investment, and he understands that Maine will benefit by
greater access to natural gas and by the potential of having one or more transmission lines built in that state," Esty
said.
"The governors are recognizing that we really do share some significant challenges in the region," Woodcock said.
"Our region has fallen further and further behind when it comes to competitiveness. We are positioned in a really
enviable location if you look at ability to access natural gas in the Marcellus region, yet we're paying some of the
highest natural gas prices. It's just so frustrating to see the rebirth of American manufacturing in some areas and
we remain reliant on [liquefied natural gas] imports.
"In terms of what this agreement will do -- and those other organizations have not been able to accomplish -- I
think it is a signal that the region is going to move aggressively," he added. "The specifics are being worked out
now; if you look at the actual agreement, it's hard to actually determine what will be accomplished. But it's
noticeable that the governors have really not come forward with a statement like that previously. And what it really
means is that New England will be moving forward with public policy initiatives and not just" building transmission
lines for electric reliability.
Both Esty and Woodcock point to the opportunity that new transmission lines would offer to bring low-cost,
abundant hydroelectric power from Quebec and the Maritime provinces into the region and support the expansion
of wind generation in northern Maine. "There are already four or five major projects that are in various stages of
planning and execution," Esty said.
One such project, the $1.4 billion Northern Pass line through New Hampshire that would deliver 1,200 megawatts
to New England, won a key approval from ISO-NE on Tuesday. The line, slated to be completed in 2017, has its
share of opponents, though, including environmental groups concerned that the cheap Canadian power will hinder
development of regional clean energy projects and the lobby for New England's merchant power generators, who
fear the line will be the first of a group to import thousands of megawatts of low-carbon energy in a region trying to
slash its greenhouse gas emissions. Approval in New Hampshire is pending.

New gas pipelines require counterparties
As difficult as it might be to expand the power grid in New England, it pales compared with the challenge of adding
to the natural gas pipeline network. Observers point to ISO-NE market rules that fall short of providing economic
incentives for generators to make the long-term, 10- to 15-year obligation to firm pipeline capacity that underwrites
a project's construction.
Don Santa, president and CEO of the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America, said his group is encouraged
by the governors' initiative, "but we really need to see when you peel away the next several layers of the onion is
what is there in terms of the willingness to make any concrete commitments and to use both the bully pulpit that
the governors have and the fact that the states still have some ability via their regulation of parts of the [electric]
industry to put somebody on the other side of the contract to buy pipeline capacity."
Among the options that could satisfy Santa's members would be if the states became counterparties to a contract
for gas capacity. Maine, for example, enacted legislation last year giving the state Public Utilities Commission the
authority to contract for gas capacity. The commission has yet to do so and is awaiting a study later this month on
"what the opportunities might be," said PUC Chairman Tom Welch. No other New England state has a similar law.
The region's regulators also could put "the electric distribution companies in the position to be the counterparty,"
Santa said. "Either would work."
A third option would be "running it through the ISO tariff," Welch said. "That's one of the things that is a possibility"
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and is worth exploring since "the majority of the benefits to having additional pipeline capacity rebound to the
benefit of electricity customers."
As one Washington gas industry veteran put it, "Just because the governors say 'we really like this pipeline'
doesn't mean it's going to get built."

Merchant generators look for creativity from pipelines
New England's merchant power generators wish the gas pipeline industry would consider financing options other
than long-term contracts.
"I don't see [merchants] signing up for 10-, 12-, 15-, 20-year firm transportation contracts on a pipeline in part
because of the term" and the fact that the furthest forward electric market is only a three-year commitment, said
Dan Dolan, president of the New England Power Generators Association.
Changes being discussed in the ISO's forward capacity market could "lead merchant generators to contract for
more premium-type gas products," Dolan said, but merchants won't risk a long-term commitment "unless
somebody on the gas transportation side wants to get very creative on how they structure a product to build a
bigger customer base."
Noting that elsewhere in the U.S., pipelines are being built with financial support from gas producers and
marketers, Dolan said he is "mystified" that similar efforts have not been made in New England. One factor may
be that the New England electricity market is "just not that big" and smaller than the market in the New York ISO.
"So part of it may be scale," that the returns are not large enough "to warrant the type of upfront investment,"
Dolan said.
Another factor may be that in discussing their initiative, some governors raised the possibility of subsidizing the
transmission to bring Canadian hydropower to the region. "If I'm the natural gas industry and I see the states
looking to potentially subsidize what would in essence be a competitor from an energy usage standpoint, I don't
know how excited I would be about laying down money in the seven figures."

How long before efforts bear fruit?
"The next step is really outlining exactly how much infrastructure the region is willing to invest in, and that's the
amount of megawatts and the amount of gas capacity," Woodcock said. "So it's going to be a long process
because the actual mechanics are novel for the ISO New England and for NESCOE," which will have to adopt "a
new way of thinking as entities that have historically only looked at reliability projects."
Esty is a bit more optimistic about moving ahead with some urgency. "I think there is a goal of getting action over
the next six months to a year in terms of putting out a process that will get one or more transmission lines going
and will dramatically increase the commitment to natural gas capacity coming into the region."
He expects there will be a competitive procurement process to attract private capital to identified projects "to get
the lowest possible cost for ratepayers and then establish a tariff to pay for it."
"And on the gas side it may be that we're committing to a certain level of demand -- in effect, we're guaranteeing
that that level of demand would be there so that there will be a commitment on the part of private pipeline
companies to build these pipelines," Esty said.

Want to read more stories like this?
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policy.
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VELCO vice president Kerrick Johnson testified before the House Commerce and Economic
Development Committee on Friday to discuss regional transmission development. Photo by John
Herrick/VTDigger

The state’s transmission utility told lawmakers to keep a close watch on the region’s
costly electrical transmission build-out – a portion of which Vermont ratepayers are
required to pay.
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The Vermont Electric Power Co. (VELCO) said Vermont has improved much of its
electrical infrastructure designed to increase reliability, but other states have not.
“And what we are seeing is a continuing rise of the regional transmission costs that
Vermont will be required to pay a portion of,” VELCO Vice President Kerrick Johnson,
told the House Commerce and Economic Development Committee on Friday.
Political and economic forces are replacing fossil fuel-powered generation units with
smaller, renewable energy sources, a trend expected to accelerate over the next several
years, according to the region’s grid operator, ISO New England. As a result, the region
is expecting to invest $5 billion into projects designed to improve weaknesses in remote
areas of the grid to ensure renewable power generators can quickly respond to changes
in demand.
Because all six New England states benefit from a reliable power grid, the cost of these
projects is shared. Vermont pays about 4 percent of the total cost, which would be about
$200 million over the next four years, Johnson said.
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.
“That’s just to keep the lights on,” he said.
Committee Chair Rep. Bill Botzow, D-Bennington, said he will consider whether any
legislative action is needed “to make sure Vermont is in a favorable position.”
“Nobody is asking for legislation. I’m sure that the (Public Service) department would
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come to us if they thought something was needed and I’m sure industry would come to
us if they thought something was needed,” Botzow said. “And if they did, we would
respond.”
Department of Public Service Commissioner Chris Recchia, who is speaking regularly
with regional stakeholders, said he will work to drive down the cost of these reliability
projects in other states.
Over the past decade, he said Vermont has invested about $1 billion in similar projects.
This cost was shared with other states.
“Now the other states are trying to do the same things that they need to do, but we need
them to pay attention to costs,” he said. “We are still connected to the regional grid that
is somewhat out of our control. And that makes me nervous.”
Through efficiency and distributed generation projects, for example, Vermont reduced
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the cost of its reliability projects by about $400 million, Recchia said. He wants to share
these lessons with other states to shave costs.
But the region has other plans as well. Vermont is stuck between Canadian hydroelectric
and wind power supplies in the north and growing demand for renewable energy in the
south.
“The cheapest place between supply and demand is through Vermont, just in terms of
line miles,” Johnson said. “We’re the shortest route.”
The six New England governors last year agreed to launch a bidding process to attract
imports of Canadian renewable power and natural gas with a ratepayer-backed
guaranteed return on investment. The bidding process could be opened as soon as this
fall, Recchia said.
The states want to import up to 3,600 megawatts of electricity from Canada, but
Johnson said the states have not agreed on the best way to share the cost of importing
this power. And, he said it is unclear whether Canada can provide that amount of power.
Nonetheless, he said there is about a “60-40” chance that the plan goes through.
“How real is this? There’s six New England states, it’s an election year, there are large
costs,” he said. “Having said that, there are three projects that are already in the queue.”
Anbaric, a Massachusetts-based developer, is proposing the Grand Isle Intertie, which
would bring wind power from New York to a Burlington substation. The company has
said it still needs state and federal approval but has filed for an interconnection
feasibility study.
TDI New England, a branch of a New York financial firm, is proposing a project to bring

LATEST VIDEO

hydroelectric power from Canada, under Lake Champlain, and to a substation in
southern Vermont. The company has said it has the money for the project but still needs
regulatory approval.
It is unclear how Vermont can best take advantage of these proposed projects, Johnson
said.
“There is opportunity for Vermont here,” he said. “What do we get out of this? If we’re
going to be some kind of green corridor, what’s the way to maximize the value?”
He said VELCO could invest in these lines, rent out right-of-ways, and sell
environmental and cultural assessments for building projects in the state.
Johnson said Massachusetts is in the process of developing legislation that could require
the state to import large amounts of renewable energy to meet proposed energy portfolio
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“There new legislation that’s being considered,” he said. “Massachusetts, one of the
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biggest players in New England, drives a lot of the regional debate,” he said.
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Willem Post
April 5, 2014 at 2:18 am

Any energy policy, such as heavily-subsidized, expensive, home-grown R.E. projects,
that further increase New England electric rates, such as SPEED, must be avoided.
The more, low-cost, renewable, near-CO2- free, hydro energy New England gets from
Canada, the better.
Recchia repeats his $400 million number without backup.
Senator Hartwell should ask for the backup.
Whose fantasy/back of the envelope numbers were added up to get to the Recchia
number?
Faith-based, or imagination-based energy policy, will lead to bad outcomes.
Reply
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Richard Ratico
April 5, 2014 at 9:28 am

Willem,
My reply here was also just posted elsewhere on this forum. It responds to your oft
repeated demand for MANDATED net zero new construction in lieu of any further
development of renewable energy.
Regarding your defensive posture on your belatedly insulated basement:
In 1989 you installed the amount of insulation you felt was appropriate. Being an
engineer, I’m sure you carefully considered the cost of the fiberglass and the labor to
install it as well as the fuel it would save and the additional comfort it would provide.
And, obviously compromises were made, because you also installed a 1200 gallon fuel
tank. Sure, having a bigger tank allows you to get a much better price on the fuel, but
really?
You use a lot of propane. Period. Big house?
You could and should have done MUUUCH better, as you like to say, particularly given
your line of work. Three years EARLIER, in 1986, I was part of a crew that built a
“super insulated” home. It had 12″ thick walls with 12″ of fiberglass, 36″ in the attic,
airtight construction, air to air heat recovery, thermal mass, south facing fenestration,
radiant heat under the tiled floors.
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BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF VERMONT
SUPPORTS VERMONT LACTATION CONSULTANTS
ASSOCIATION
APRIL 17, 2014

GOVERNMENT RELEASES 2 DISSIDENTS IN ADVANCE
OF LEAHY’S ARRIVAL IN VIETNAM
APRIL 17, 2014

FLETCHER ALLEN CYSTIC FIBROSIS CENTER A
NATIONAL LEADER IN QUALITY CARE, ACCORDING TO
NEW REPORT
APRIL 17, 2014

STORYHACK ANNOUNCES ‘FUTURE OF THE BOOK’
CONTEST
APRIL 16, 2014

PEACE & JUSTICE CENTER PRESENT NONVIOLENT
COMMUNICATION TRAINING
APRIL 16, 2014

RED CROSS PROVIDES ASSISTANCE IN FLOODAFFECTED COMMUNITIES
APRIL 16, 2014

